As central Indiana’s PBS and NPR member station and a producer of local programs, WFYI Public Media broadcasts on six 24/7 digital broadcast services. The station has three television channels, two high definition audio channels and online content at wfyi.org. WFYI is also a member of the Indiana Public Broadcasting Stations (IPBS) group, where content is shared among public media outlets around the state.

Television

WFYI
PBS and local programming

WFYI 2
PBS Kids

WFYI 3
Create TV (lifestyle programming)

Radio

90.1 FM HD1
News and information, entertainment, speciality music

90.1 FM HD 2
The Point: Xponential Radio (music) and local programming — both available to stream live on wfyi.org

Digital

W FYI.org — 24-hour access to WFYI news and information, programming, special events, community services and online giving opportunities.

Simulcast

WFYI also partners with three state universities to simulcast radio programming:

91.3 FM WNDY - Wabash College, Crawfordsville
89.5 FM WFCI - Franklin College, Franklin
89.7 FM WISU - Indiana State University, Terre Haute
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Message from the President and Board Chair

As the world inched back to a “new normal” in 2021, WFYI Public Media sought to provide both accurate, timely information and programming that nurtured joy and connection. Following a year of unforeseen disruption, our team continued to focus on the mission at hand: delivering trusted journalism, inspiring stories and lifelong learning to our whole community. Within the last 12 months, we have found myriad ways to accomplish that and the support of local members, sponsors and grantmakers has fueled a year of unprecedented impact for the station.

In the area of trusted, fact-based news, WFYI’s team continued to expand our health and education coverage, providing need-to-know information on COVID, schools, policy and much more. For its second season, the Sick podcast investigated repeated denial of health care inside the Indiana Women’s Prison. Through the Because of COVID conversation series, WFYI connected local audiences with experts on the impact of the pandemic in our community. Additionally, WFYI expanded its reach, taking on the national America Amplified project, designed to support community engagement journalism practices throughout public media.

For inspiring stories and lifelong learning, WFYI brought a range of programming and engagement opportunities to our community. From Listen Ups featuring Fresh Air’s Terry Gross, TV chef Marcus Samuelsson, and All Things Considered’s Susan Stamberg and Ari Shapiro, we brought public media luminaries into conversation with local fans. Through special events and screenings, WFYI audiences were able to see the local connections for both the Black Church and Ken Burns’ Hemingway documentaries.

One of the most interesting and positive outcomes of the pandemic for WFYI has been seeing how strongly our community has remained committed to public media. To support our volunteers, who continued to find myriad ways to advance our work even during times of social distance, we launched a new volunteer portal in 2021. You can explore it and all WFYI’s volunteer opportunities at wfyi.org/volunteer. Additionally, you can both champion WFYI and support us financially with the new “Public Media Fan” license plate, available via the Indiana BMV.

As another year closes, full of adventures, challenges and hard-won solutions, we want to extend our gratitude to all who make public media possible. Each day, WFYI remains on the air, online and available to all because so many people in our community support this vital, essential community service. Thank you for being a part of that effort.

Greg Petrowich
WFYI President & CEO

Brenda Horn
WFYI Board Chair
Smart, loyal & committed like the very best of friends, WFYI is a nonprofit organization providing trusted news & quality entertainment for 50 years – educating & engaging the community. WFYI is Always Here For You.

WFYI is a valuable part of Central Indiana’s advancement.
- As the leading noncommercial media outlet, WFYI is uniquely positioned to connect with and explore critical community issues.
- WFYI serves as a local conduit for trusted news, inspiring stories and lifelong learning.
- Through community-engagement journalism, WFYI’s news team expands awareness of local issues, as well as efforts to address them.

In 2021, WFYI provided these vital local services:
- Three full-day television stations, providing a mix of inspiring stories, trustworthy news and lifelong learning.
- Two digital radio stations.
- A mix of on-demand and digital access to our programs, news stories and educational resources.
- Community outreach and engagement that informed both our reporting and diverse communities.

WFYI’s local services had deep impact in Central Indiana.
- Shared expanded health, education, criminal justice and policy information.
- Partnered locally to amplify stories from and share information with underserved communities.
- Told local stories of culture, history and civics, building a stronger understanding of our world.
- Prioritized digital distribution to meet audiences where they are.

“I trust WFYI to provide calm, accurate information at all times and especially during times of crisis.”
- Melissa, WFYI Member
Through a mix of news and television, radio and digital programs, WFYI provides meaningful information to central Indiana's diverse audiences. The station couples its trusted journalism, inspiring stories and efforts with ongoing community engagement, outreach and partnerships, designed to expand both public awareness of WFYI's content and the station’s engagement with Central Indiana’s diverse communities.

**Meeting Our Community’s Evolving Needs & Preferences**

In addition to a mix of national and locally produced radio and television programs, WFYI continued to expand its engagement activities through events, social media, community partnership, educational resources and web content. With the ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, WFYI continued to prioritize virtual engagement, from Facebook Live conversations to expanded social media engagement efforts. Alongside that broad-scale work, WFYI’s community engagement team increased its outreach locally, building on previous health engagement and collaboration with other local publications as they also forged new relationships with educational groups.

In fiscal year 2021, **WFYI increased its digital services and reach**. From adding podcast versions of popular audio programs to expanded digital supports on the news team, WFYI was able to expand our audience and engagement. Alongside this growth, WFYI also was able to retain the pandemic-fueled growth in website service to the local community, with a special focus on our radio livestream and our news services. Finally, we saw year-over-year growth with our on-demand video audience, demonstrating our commitment to meet audiences where they are and provide programming that meets their needs, from local digital shorts to high-interest dramas.

In 2021, several existing WFYI initiatives continued to provide our community with critical supports in a time of unprecedented needs. WFYI’s **Bright by Text** service continued providing age-based information to parents and caregivers and sharing local information about essential supports such as utility insurance, job fairs and COVID-19 updates. Our **Side Effects Public Media** collaborative, hosted by WFYI, provided our local and regional audiences with important updates about the dynamic impact of COVID-19. As schools grappled with a return to in-person learning, COVID spikes, battles over curriculum and demands for better staff supports, WFYI’s **expanded education coverage** offered both in-depth news and analysis, helping families navigate a challenging period.

**Connecting to Our Local Community During a Global Pandemic**

As the pandemic continued during WFYI’s 2021 fiscal year, our audience and community engagement teams never stopped finding new ways to connect with our community.

WFYI’s event series, including the News & Brews trivia events, WFYI Nerds gatherings, the Listen Up events featuring NPR and PBS personalities, Side Effect events and Data and Drafts, presented in partnership with SAVI, were held in primarily virtual settings. Depending on the local COVID risk, we were able to hold some in-person events, which our audiences delighted in. From cooking classes featuring local Black, female chefs to dynamic conversations on important news, WFYI’s team continued to bring issues, challenges and stories to life through community connections.
In the virtual space, WFYI’s team presented a series of Facebook Live events featuring experts and community members. Additionally, WFYI continued the Nerds “Back to School” series and virtual Listen Up events, featuring Fresh Air’s Terry Gross and No Passport Required host Marcus Samuelsson.

WFYI also proudly shared content and events designed to showcase local relevance for national programs, including The Black Church and Hemingway. Through a partnership with the local Indy Women in Food group, Black congregations, and Central Indiana-focused fashion and design magazine Pattern, we elevated the voices of local churchgoers, explored how attire reflects cultural pride, and highlighted local culinary creatives through recipes and a cooking class. We worked with local artists to create local looks for each engagement effort. Additionally, local writers and the Indy Parks system were featured in our outreach efforts.

WFYI’s community engagement team expanded to reflect our journalist’s broader reach. This was achieved in partnership with local Black-owned newspaper The Recorder, educators, health systems and other public media agencies. Through a mix of listening sessions, community conversations and outreach activities, WFYI staff both elevated issues facing essential workers and helped our reporting team connect with those in schools, hospitals, neighborhoods and more.

Recognized for Quality Programming & Reporting
WFYI journalists and television producers were also recognized for their work. In the last year, our team collected numerous nominations and awards for a variety of news stories, newscasts, feature reporting, documentaries, marketing, public affairs programs and more. WFYI Public Media journalists earned 14 awards from the Indiana Chapter of the Society of Professional Journalists for a wide range of work, including coverage of the COVID-19 pandemic and anti-racism protests. Additionally, WFYI content creators and production partners were nominated for 14 Regional Emmy Awards from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences’ Lower Great Lakes Chapter’s awards.

WFYI’s reporting went beyond informing our audience of essential news. They also shaped policy. WFYI’s Side Effects reporter Jake Harper won a 2021 Edward R. Murrow Award for continuing coverage in the large market radio category for detailing the pandemic’s impact inside Indiana’s prisons. Following months of stories, the corrections department began a comprehensive review of the Indiana Women’s Prison and its warden retired.

Our commitment to collaboration and community engagement journalism led to WFYI becoming the new home of the America Amplified initiative in 2021. The America Amplified initiative aims to expand the use of journalism practices that meaningfully address local information needs through active listening and engagement, especially in communities that have been traditionally underserved by public media. In this second iteration of the project, America Amplified 2.0, 20 public media stations will be part of community engagement journalism cohorts, with the goal of expanding this practice within public media outlets.
Building Civics Knowledge

WFYI continued to build civics knowledge for all ages with its video short series, Simple Civics. In an important political year, Simple Civics broke down elements of the political process and U.S. civics in bite-sized ways, highlighting both the history and hot topics within our electoral process. Episode topics included the electoral college, the peaceful transition of power, Supreme Court appointment process and the history of political debates in the U.S.

Community Challenges: Through an Equity Lens

The WFYI News team adopted an equity lens for all reporting efforts. From education to health to economy, this focus informs all WFYI journalism – and is sparking change in the community. For example, they explored the burden people of color experienced in the workplace during the pandemic. Following that story, a leader of a local hospital reached out to the reporter to ask about making vaccines available to those workers and their communities – and they soon set up a clinic nearby.

Showcasing STEM Careers & Diversity

In partnership with the Indiana Afterschool Network, elementary-age learners were able to connect with local heroes with WFYI’s Everyday Engineering! In a series of short videos, children got to meet six Hoosier women whose work in STEM fields aimed to give little engineers insight into the engineering design process. WFYI’s Everyday Engineering series was distributed across all social channels, as well as through the partner organization’s channels.
Preserving Cultural History

On the radio and via podcast, WFYI launched Echoes of Indiana Avenue at the beginning of our 2021 fiscal year. This audio documentary celebrates the cultural contributions of Black creatives whose work brought the Hoosier capital’s Indiana Avenue to life throughout the 20th century. From jazz legends to drag shows, host Herman “Butch” Slaughter – who grew up and performed on the Ave – and producer Kyle Long are capturing this history and sharing it broadly.

Illuminating the Impact of Policy on People’s Lives

While covering Central Indiana’s pressing challenges, as well as potential solutions, WFYI reporters place an emphasis on the impact of policy on everyday lives. One series shared the stories of women who have lived with HIV for decades. Another story highlighted how lack of training impacts school resource officers and students, following several high-profile cases of alleged abuse of power. As our team covered homelessness, articles highlighted not just point-in-time counts, but what it would take to truly end homelessness.

Journalists Who Activate To Cover Stories & Continue to Report on Context

In April 2021, a 19-year-old killed eight people at a local FedEx facility. WFYI News quickly reported on the evolving story and the impact after the event. That coverage didn’t stop after the initial burst of news. The WFYI team continued to report on the impact on local victims and the laws that did not prevent the shooting, sharing their analysis and the deeper context with the broader NPR network as well.
Programs & news that serve our diverse audiences

In 2021, WFYI’s leadership team identified our next steps for programming, audience and sustainability. At the core of our plans is our intention: “Always Here for You.” In this year, we have realized a vision of “here” that encompasses meeting our existing and emergent audiences in all the places they are. Additionally, our “you” is intentionally diverse: we seek to serve all those in our community who rely on the kind of trusted, inspiring and educational programs we deliver.

Reach in the Community:
This year included a transition of power unlike any we have seen in our time and the ongoing struggle to fight the COVID-19 pandemic, two situations that compelled us to continue our commitment to reaching audiences throughout our community. From digital conversations to listening sessions that helped us understand community needs to screening partnerships, we were able to meet the interests, needs and opportunities presented by both our audiences and our programs.

Partnerships:
2021 partners included but were not limited to: local school districts and teachers, Child Care Answers, Indiana Afterschool Network, organizations focused on inclusive practice for people with disabilities, the Indianapolis Recorder, health clinics and hospitals, cultural groups, and several groups representing the interests of newcomer and refugee populations.

Impact and Community Feedback:
In 2021, our team re-committed to sharing content in an audience-focused way. WFYI’s audiences have expanded on social media and through streaming platforms. We have heard consistently, from both partner organizations and individuals, that both our long-time and novel approaches are meeting community needs.

“WFYI has been doing outstanding work in the area of promoting expanded civic education for the people of Central Indiana.”
- Jonna M. MacDougall
  Assistant Dean IU
  Robert H. McKinney
  School of Law
WFYI has a long history of listening in the community and acting upon what it learns through television, radio, news, community events, education services and social platforms.”
– Laura Alvarado, Executive Director Indiana Blind Children’s Foundation

WFYI’s impact is revealed in both these snapshots of our work and in the audience numbers that demonstrate our reach.

In the last year, WFYI was able to reach:

- 2.2 million visitors to our website, a new record
- Almost twice the number of programs streamed online in our community
- Increased engagement across all social media channels, tripling engagement across all channels

WFYI’s ongoing Bright by Text project sends free age-based texts to local subscribers. Through the service, local parents and caregivers receive learning tips and local resources that support families, especially during pandemic surges and challenges with child care access.

WFYI continues to always be here for our full community, sharing trusted news, inspiring stories and lifelong learning with the goal of a more informed, inspired and inclusive Indiana.
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Kim Jackson
Robert Jacobi and Freddi Stevens-Jacobi
Douglas and Ruth Jean
Karina and Joseph Johansson
Matthew and Cynthia Johnson
Craig Johnson and Pat Trows-Johnson
William Quest and Diane Johnson
Clifton and Janet Johnson
Rodney and Catherine Jones
Robert and Sandy Joseph
Rex and Carol Joseph
Betsy Joyce
Linda and Franklin Kandel
Margaret and Dale Kantz
Alka and Rahul Kapur
James and Tanja Keay
Greg Malone and Kathryn Kelley
Kelleen Kennedy
Vicky Keramida
Sharq Siddiqui and Sobia Khan
Judy Kidwell
Michael and Jerri Kinder
Bob and Priscilla Kirkpatrick
Mary Klein
Marilyn Klingaman
Richard and Anne Kohler
Shari Kohne
Kenyon and Susan Kopecy
Vince and Kathy Koterski
Roxanne and Richard Kovacs
Mary Kramer
Steven Krusie
James Kubley
Elizabeth Kyra
Rodney Baumgart and Shanti Lall
Marilyn Bassett-Lance
Marcelo and Luciana Lang
Michelle Beecher-Lanosga and Gerry Lanosga
Margaret Piety and Josef Laposa
Adele Lash
Jeanne Farah and Scott Last
Individual Donors (cont.)

Patricia Latchaw
Frank Later
Fredric Laughlin
Ray Lawson
Carolyn Leach
Frank and Sandra Learned
Robin Ledyard
Angela Lee
Allison Leeuw
Dave Leonard
Jack and Karen Kay Leonard
Stacy Keding and Paul Leplae
Lee Lewellen
Astra Liepa
Andrea & Jeff and Jeffrey Lightfoot
Brenda Myers and Jim Lindgren
Curt and Sally Lindsey
Sharon and David Livingston
Amber Logsdon
Joe and Deborah Loughrey
Amanda Love
Owen and Labrine Lucas
Elaine Ludwig
Janice Lunn
Sandra Lynch
Francis Madden
Barrett Madrigal
James and Jeanne Malone
Devon Creek Foundation
Julius Mapalad
Tacey Boucher and Robert Maple
Martin Marino
Stephen and Audrey Marmon
John Martin
Cornelius Martin and Kate Marvel
John Maxwell
Patrick McCabe
Dennis and Anne McCafferty
Kellie McCarthy
Linda McCaulay
Lisa Tavormina and Jeff McClain
Michael and Margaret McCormick
Carol McDonald
Sally Biddle McGuffey
Edward McLane
Susan McMahon
Joanne McNally
Elizabeth McNiel
Susan and David McRoberts
Judith McWilliams
Mildred Meehan
Tamara Menke
Ed Merritt
Liesel Mertes
Natalie and Kyle Messmore
Dorothy Metaj
Dod and Laura Michael
Robert Miles
Cynthia J. Miller
Phillip and Holly Miller
Ellen Miller
Lynn and Judy Miller
Larry Miller
Michael and Stacy Miller
Lloyd and Sheila Milliken
Claudia Clark and Mike Miner
Carolyn Mock
Linda and Jon Moran
Pembroke Moreland
Jennifer Morgan
Tina Morgan
John Morrison
Barbara Moser
Michael and Cathy Mosier
Mary Muldoon
Susan and Todd Murphy
Anne Murphy
Tom and Kelly Murray
Wendy Myres
Anne Nation
Charles Van Natta
James Sprandel and Peggy Neill
Donald L. and Gail Nelson
Brendan Maxcy and Thu Nguyen
Mary Nichols
Heather Nicholson
John and Julie Noel
Susan Northquist
Kent Grose and Johna Norton
Craig Novy
Adam and Melissa Nowotarski
Kenneth Nunnely
Sally Perkins and Jim Obermaier
Barbara Oberreich
Greg Henneke and Martha O’Connor
Helen O’Guinn
Carla and Pedro Ortegon
Taylor Ortiz
Stacey Kaneshiro and Mary Ott
Laura Otten
Julie Overbeck
Ann Paetz
John and Heather Pankhurst
Mary Parsigian
Deborah and William Peddie
John and Deanne Peer
Steve and Susan Pennal
Tashera Perry
Webb Peterson
Todd and Julie Petr
Charles Bantz and Sandra Petronio
Christine Phillips
Chris Pinkston
Chris Reading and Juliet Port
George and Susan Porter
Margaret Potrikus
Kim Truttschel and Stacy Potts
Karen Kovacik and Jim Powell
Toby and Marie Powell
Marcia Powell
Matt Shafer Powell and M. Michelle Powell
Jim Pressgrove
Glenn Proctor
Susan Pulliam
Roger and Anna Radue
Senaka Ratnayake
Sandra Reed
R. Michael and Jacquie Reed
Mahima and Ajit Regmi
Heinz Reim and Laura James-Reim
Julie Renshaw
David Whitman and Donna Reynolds
Matthew and Julie Rhea
Patricia Hickman and Robert Rhodes
Arthur Rhodes
Ellen and Fredrick Rice
Graham Richardson
Richard and Ann Riegner
Janine Gensheimer and Debbie Rigidon
Rebecca Rissen
Nancy Ritchardson
Judy Roach
Jeff Roberts
Jerry Robinson
Jane Roesch
Kristin Adams and Franklin Roesner
Lisa Eagleson-Roever
Jim and Rita Rosensteele
Matthew Rotelli
Phil Roth
Karen and Michael Rothbaum
Donald and Sandra Rothbaum
Sarah A. Rowland
Anindita Sen and Arup Roy
George and Sara Rubin
Donna Rudiger
Stephen Rufenbarger
Manuel Ruiz
Lorraine and Joseph Rund
Edwin and Mary Russell
Joseph and Susan Rust
Jeffrey and Kimberly Ryan
Stephanie Sabatier
Eric Sampson
Charles Sams
Margaret Sanders
Joan and Kenneth Sanning
C. Sas
Individual Donors (cont.)

Jeanne Saunders  
Scott Savader  
Dennis Savaiano  
Maurita Sayers  
James Scheurich  
Pamela Schneeman  
Karl and Marjorie Schnelle  
Brigitte Schoner  
Pete and Joy Schroeder  
Silvana Schuster  
John and Jan Schutt  
Jen and Tom Searcy  
Carol Sears  
David and Donna Sease  
T. Mack Seed  
Hong Liu-Seifert and Jeff Seifert  
Carole Sendmeyer  
Anne and James Sering  
Eric and Marcia Servaes  
Ronak Shah  
Michael Shapiro  
Thomas and Teresa Sharp  
Ron Sharpe  
Susan Shepherd  
Anita Sherman  
Frank Sheski  
Chetan and Leena Shukla  
Aslam and Sandra Siddiqui  
Mary Jane Sievers  
Rose Ann and Thomas Sigborn  
Heather and Jason Silverman  
Judy and Jim Singleton  
The Carmelite Sisters  
Richard and Pamela Skrzynecki  
Greta and D. Nick Slater  
Mrs. Marilyn Sleppy  
Jean Smith  
Brandon and Kim Smith  
William and Marilyn Smith  
Blaine and Brenda Smith  
Jerrold and Karen Smith  
James Smith  
Luanne Tilstra and Phillip Smith  
Erik Streib and Victoria Palmer-Smith  
Colin and Debbie Smith  
Emily Snell  
James and Rosemarie Sommers  
Stephen Southerlin  
Edward and Suzanne Spahr  
Louis and Mary Anna Speller  
Ann Stage  
Linda and Jerry Stark  
Janet and Richard Starkey  
Lynn Starkey  
Daniel Staub  
Pamela Steed  
Patrick Murphy and Alice Steppe  
April Sterling  
Calvin and Marti Steussy  
Shelley Stewart  
Henry Havel and Mary Stickelmeier  
Daniel and Katherine Stickney  
Joseph Stilwell  
Betty Stilwell  
Floyd Satterlee and Michelle Stoneburner  
James and Cheryl Strain  
Sterling Strange  
John and Martha Strauss  
James and Betty Streeter  
Tony and Gail Strong  
Gregory Zimet and Lynne Sturm  
Eric and Stacey Stuteville  
Derek Sublette  
Michael and Maureen Surak  
Richard and Janice Swan  
Sharon Swinford  
Laura Tagliani  
Regan and Patrick Tankersley  
Jo and Kirk Taylor  
Nicholas and Jeannine Terrio  
Carole Terry  
Patricia Thiem  
James and Chris Thomas  
Jeffrey and Benita Thomasson  
Robert and Linda Thopy  
William Thorne  
Jim and Jayne Thorne  
William and Mary Tierney  
George and Kimberly Tikijian  
Jennifer Tillman  
Michael and Constance Timmons  
Randall and Deborah Tobias  
Arvina Tolle  
Jerry Toomer  
James and Christine Torke  
Tate Trujillo  
Lynda VanKirk  
Nanci Vargus  
Karen and George Vaughn  
Karin and Craig Veatch  
Janice Wahle  
Christina Walker  
Kelda and Laurence Walsh  
Robert and Emilie Watson  
Randal Wamsley  
Curt and Kristy Ward  
Brad and Theresa Warnecke  
Amy Conrad Warner  
Barbara Weetman  
Mike Wellner  
Elizabeth White  
Michael and Dawn Whitfield  
Nancy and Robert Whitmore  
Ann Zerr and Tom Whittaker  
Susan Conroy and Tony Wiederhold  
Danielle Wieland  
Barbara Wilder  
Stuart and Barbara Wiler  
Carolyn Stobba-Wiley  
Kirk Lemoine and Wendy Winckelbach  
David and Pamela Withey  
Enence and Joyce Wogan  
Christian Wolf and Elaine Holden-Wolf  
James and Karen McEnroe Wolf  
Linda Wolf  
Stephen Wood  
John and Amanda Yarbrough  
Jeffrey Yegerlehner  
Aimee Kandrac and Brett Yockey  
Carolyn Yong  
Pamela Shirley Young  
Nick and Callie Zaborenko  
Mark Alberts and Meg Zachwieja  
Jessica and Ben Zeckel  
Lois Zentner  
Gerald Zimmerman  
Lois Zentner  
Gerald Zimmerman  
Brian and Susan Welch  
Maxine Whisler  
Dennis Whitaker  
Elizabeth White  
Michael and Dawn Whitfield  
Ann Zerr and Tom Whittaker  
Lucy Wick  
Danielle Wieland  
Ramona Wilcox  
Barbara Wilder  
Stuart and Barbara Wiler  
Carolyn Stobba-Wiley  
C. Thomas and Peggy Willis  
Tom and Mitzi Witchger  
David and Pamela Withey  
Christian Wolf and Elaine Holden-Wolf  
James and Karen McEnroe Wolf  
Lonny and Nancy Wolgemuth  
Winde Hamrick and Anthony Wolski  
Clara Woodard  
John Wyeth  
Phillip Wyss  
John and Amanda Yarbrough  
Charles Yeager  
Jeffrey Yegerlehner  
Aimee Kandrac and Brett Yockey  
Pamela Shirley Young  
Mark Alberts and Meg Zachwieja  
Lois Zentner  
Gerald Zimmerman
We honor viewers and listeners who have made plans to ensure the future of public media programming through their estate plan. The donors below have decided to support the ongoing creation of media that serves the public, programs that are free and accessible to all. For more information, contact Brock Eveland at 317-614-0475.

Alan and Susan Cloe
George and Christine Plews

Corporate Inner Circle

The highest level of WFYI Corporate Supporters are members of the WFYI Corporate Inner Circle. Research shows public media underwriters enjoy a more positive opinion and preferential buying from consumers.

Bio Crossroads
Bose McKinney & Evans
Children’s Museum Of Indianapolis
Eskenazi Health Services
Goelzer Investment Management, Inc.
Greenscape Geeks

Ice Miller
Parr Richey Frandsen
Patterson Kruse
Plews Shadley Racher & Braun
Roche
Woodley Farra Manion Portfolio Management
Grants & Production Funding

Arthur Jordan Foundation
Christel DeHaan Family Foundation
City of Indianapolis
Allen Whitehill Clowes Foundation
Cummins Inc.
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Herbert Simon Family Foundation
Institute for Nonprofit News
Indiana Public Broadcasting Stations
Corporation for Public Broadcasting (CPB)

CPB Ready to Learn Community Collaboratives for Early Learning Media
CPB Move to Include Penrod Society
Penumbra
Report for America
Richard M. Fairbanks Foundation
WETA
WNET

Matching Organizations

Many employers match gifts to organizations such as WFYI. As a result, contributions can double, triple or more. Thank you to the following employers who offered to match donor contributions to WFYI in 2019.

AAARP
ADP Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Black & Decker Corporation
Borg Warner Inc
Caterpillar Foundation
Charles Schwab Corp Foundation
Deluxe Corporation Foundation
Dow AgroSciences LLC
Dow Chemical Co
Eaton
Eli Lilly and Company Foundation
Emerson Charitable Trust
Federated Department Stores Foundation
Gap Inc
GE Foundation
Great West National
Home Depot
IBM Corporation
Illinois Tool Works Foundation
Interactive Intelligence
J P Morgan Chase Bank, N.A.
John Wiley & Sons
Johnson Controls
Jones Lang Lasalle
Key Bank Foundation
Lexis Nexis
Liberty Mutual
Lilly Endowment, Inc.
Lumina Foundation For Education
Masco Corporation
McGraw-Hill Foundation
Merck Co. Foundation
Microsoft
Mineral Technologies
Monsanto Fund
Nordstrom
Norfolk Southern
PepsiCo Foundation
Pfizer Foundation
Pitney Bowes
Regions Bank
Salesforce
Starbucks
State Farm
Strada
Temple Inland Foundation
The Capital Group Companies
The Chubb Corporation
The Travelers Company
United Technologies
US Bancorp Foundation
USA Funds
U.S. Bank
Verizon Foundation

VMS, Inc
W. K. Kellogg Foundation
Whirlpool Foundation
Wyndham Worldwide Operations, Inc.
Financial Review
Fiscal Year 2021

Support & Revenues: $16,398,100

- Membership / Individual donors: $4,739,672
- Other Grants & Contributions: $2,902,482
- Underwriting / Corporate support: $1,886,815
- Program Support (CPB): $1,830,795
- Gain on Debt Extinguishment: $1,152,762
- EBS Spectrum Lease Revenue: $872,123
- Other Support: $805,874
- Gain/(Loss) on Asset Disposal: $683,048
- Government Support - Indiana: $546,298
- Rent Revenue: $515,683
- Production Services: $462,548

Expenses: $13,444,791

- Program Services: $8,801,232
- Management/General: $2,107,762
- Fundraising / Membership Services: $1,696,623
- Underwriting: $839,174